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ABSTRACT 

Windstorms such as hurricanes and tomadoes cause fetalities, injuries and have a 

significant societal impact. Insurance companies estimate that windstorm-related events 

account for up to seventy percent of their payout each year. An accurate understanding of 

the wind gusts that form these storms is therefore essential for damage mitigation. An 

active wind gust simulator was constructed which used NACA 0012 and derived airfoils 

to generate coherent structures in a turbulent wake, which simulated wind gusts. 

A constant Re = 1.9x10̂ ^ (based on airfoil chord length) parametric study of the 

effects of different Strouhal numbers (4.14, 6.21 and 8.56) based on airfoil chord length, 

airfoils (NACA 0012, NACA 0006, NACA 0024, NACA 6412, NACA 6812) and angle 

of attack (10° and 20°) on three different diameter cylinders (0.2c, 0.4c, 0.6c, where c is 

the chord length) was conducted to study the growth, development and dissipation of 

coherent structures produced by the airfoil wakes and their interaction wdth those bluff-

bodies. Turbulent transport mechanisms and entrainment in the wakes associated with the 

production of a mixing layer forther downstream was also investigated. A CCD camera 

was used to visualize the flowfield generated. 

Processed flowfield images of the different conditions show a strong influence of 

the Strouhal nimiber, airfoil spacing and type on the flowfield produced and the nature of 

the wake interactions. Increasing the Strouhal number resuks in an energetic wake that 

does not dissipate quickly downstream in the flowfield. Decreasing the airfoil separation 

distance breaks down the large-scale structure of the wakes by adding additional 

momentum to the flow and enhancing the mixing and thereby the dissipation. The large 

deflection angle change does not have a significant effect of the type of structures shed 

fi*om the airfoil trailing edges; it however increased the initial amplitude of the structures. 

The camber of the airfoils creates a fine scale turbulent flowfield by directing the flow in 

the direction of the airfoil tip and dissipating upon being deflected once again by the tunnel 

vi 



test-section wall. Any large-scale structures are quickly dissipaíed within half a length-

scale downstream of the airfoils. The flat plate wake creates structures with little 

entrainment and dissipation. The large-scale sinusoidal structures in the flat-plate wake 

maintain their size with little growth and dissipation until 3 length scales downstream The 

structures caused by the NACA 0024 airfoil have a k)wer fi-equency and higher amplitude 

that the NACA 0012. They however behave in the same manner downstream. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

The modeling of wind gusts is important in determining the effect of wind on man-

made structures. The annual hurricane season and its affect on the on the east and south-

east United States coast has underscored the need for accurate modeling of severe wmá 

gusts. Tomadoes and thunderstorms also cause severe damage. This is particularly 

important with the development of new construction materials, techniques and structures 

to wdthstand these strong wind gusts. The effect of wmá on these structures can lead to 

the destruction of property, thereby investments, and the loss of life. The tomadoes that 

stmck Kansas and Oklahoma in May 1999 killed 47 people and destroyed 12000 homes. 

The insurance industry estimates that windstorm related events account for seventy 

percent of their payout every year [Simiu and Scanlan, 1996]. Therefore, good modeling 

of wind gusts is advantageous from both an economic and social standpoint. Accurate 

wind gust modeling will lead to inq r̂oved stmctural designs that make efificient use of 

materials without over-estimating the effect of wind loads on those stmctures. To achieve 

this, information regarding the wind environment, the relation between the wind and the 

forced it exerts on the stmcture and the behavior of the stmcture under the action of those 

forces is necessary for engineers to develop a proper understanding of the wind-stmcture 

interaction [Simiu and Scanlan, 1996]. 

Most man-made stmctures are located within 500 m of groimd level. At this level, 

the boundary layer created by the motion of atmospheric wind and stmctures present 

wdthin the boundary layer interact with any stmctures present, This atmospheric boundary 

layer [ABL] varies fi"om 300m - 500m from ground level [Cermak and Cochran, 1991]. 

Within this layer is a sublayer, atmospheric surface layer [ASL], that is wdthin the first 

lOOm of the ABL. Modeling the influence of wind on stmctures requires modeling of the 
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ASL. This involves simulating the coherent stmctures present in the ASL and their effects 

on different stmctures. 

The effect of wind on the surføce stmctures depends on the size and aspect ratio of 

those stmctures [Kawal, 1991]. The turbulence level of the incoming flow also influences 

the wind-behavior of stmctures. Vortices shed from those stmctures will influence the 

stmctural vibration behavior of the buUdings, depending on where the shear layers caused 

by the turbulent vortices, reattach to the building. The nature of this behavior can be 

violent depending on the relation of the shedding frequency to the resonance fi^quency of 

the building. 

The present study aims to investigate the interaction between circular cylinders and 

an incoming turbulent flowfield. The aim of this study is to study the evolution of 

coherent stmctures and their effects on cylinders. Different sized circular cylinders were 

subjected to varying turbulent flowfields. The coherent stmctures in the flowfield 

upstream and downstream of a circular cylinder were determined using flow visualization 

to document the nature of the fluid-stmcture interaction. 

1.2 Description 

The simulation of the coherent stmctures in the ASL was conducted using a water 

table facility in the mechanical engineering department. Figure 1 shows an illustration of 

the water table. The studies were carried out at a velocity of 0.27 m/sec. Turbulent 

stmctures present in the ASL were modeled by the coherent stmctures present in the 

wakes behind a set of oscillating airfoils. Water-soluble dye (food color) at 1.875 psig w£is 

used to visualize the stmctures emanating from the airfoils, The effect of the mixing of the 

wakes on three different diameter circular cylinders was studied as a representation of the 

vmd-stmcture interaction, AdditionaUy, the mixing layer produced downstream of the 

cylinders was analyzed. Figure 2 shows the general shape of the stmctures present in the 

flow. The effect of the stmctures on the boundary layer in the test-section waUs and the 



Figure 1,1 Water Table faciUty 

blockage of the cyUnders on the water table flow for conducted to obtain data for fiiture 

fiiU-scale wind-tunnel tests. 

In addition to experimental studies, numerical experiments of flow past an airfoU in 

the water table test-section were conducted using the Electronic Simulation Package 

(ESC) solver in SDRC I-DEAS. The solver is normaUy used for simulating flow around 

computer cases and over motherboards and so can only solve for the steady state 

solutions. The numerical simulations were performed to investigate the flow behavior 

around the pair of airfoUs. The ESC solver solves the continuity and momentum 

equations (neglecting the body force) uses a finite element approach. These equations in 

Cartesian coordinates are 

V V = 0 

DV = - - ( v p ) + í ^ ' v 
Dt p 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 



Due to the steady-state nature of the solutions, symmetric airfoUs at different 

angles of attack were investigated for the resulting velocities in the v/Bke region to gain an 

understanding of the velocity ranges in the wake region. 

Flow 

# • 

Intersecting Wakes 

, ' ^ 

Mixing Layer 

Figure 1.2 Stmctures present in the flowfield 



CHAPTERII 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Wind Tunnel Simulation of Gust Generation 

Traditional methods of simulating atmospheric airflow in wind tunnels have 

included passive techniques such as grids, roughness blocks and large spires [Rae and 

Pope, 1984 ; Simiu and Scanlan, 1996]. These stmctures produce a boundary layer about 

3ft high for modeUng high-rise buUdings at least 900 ft high. The flowfield from such 

devices generaUy is unidirectional. Scaled models of buUdings placed in wmá tunnels with 

these devices have to be placed on tumtables to subject the test stmctures to different 

wind directions. This approach however does not accurately simulate natural conditions 

such as sudden wind changes and effects due to changes in landscape. 

Subsequently, there have been altemative attempts at producing wind gusts in 

tunnels. Tang et al. [1996] used a fixed symmetrical airfoU with a rotating slotted cylinder 

at its trailing edge. These active gust generators have consisted of oscUlating symmetric 

airfoils in wind tunnels. Stapountzis [1982] developed a potential flow model for a system 

consisting of two symmetric oscillating airfoUs. Experimental verification with the airfoUs 

consisted of oscUlating the airfoils through the mid-chord at smaU angles of attack of 3.2°. 

Spectral analysis of the gust revealed that oscUlations at the fimdamental gust frequency 

were three orders of magnitude greater than other spectral peaks at other frequencies. 

Kobayashi and Hatanaka, [1991] extended the concept to a row of flat plates foUowed by 

another row of symmetric airfoUs. The flat plates upstream controUed the blockage ratio 

and thus the horizontal wind velocity. Spectral data from points downstream of the array 

of airfoUs indicated the presence of large-scale stmctures in the flow simUar to a wind gust 

profile. The aim of the project is to simulate these large-scale stmctures found in the ASL 

using a water table. 



2.2 Large-Scale Stmctures 

Most turbulent flows consist of shear layers that contain vortical elements of fluid. 

These eddy's are of several sizes or scales. Most studies of fluid phenomena focus on the 

dynaraical significance of these turbulent stmctures. In the ground-breaking study of 

Brown and Roshko, fine-scale stmctures of a mixing layer can be seen superimposed on 

large stmctures that are as large as the entire thickness of the mixing layer. The study of 

these large-scale stmctures in different shear flows forms the basis of most fluid mechanics 

research. The significance of these stmctures in fluid dynamics research can be realized by 

the great increase in the amount of Uterature after the work of Brovm and Roshko, [1974]. 

2.2.1 Detectionof Large-Scale Stmctures 

Most early efforts at detecting and studying the influence of these stmctures have 

focused on intmsive point measurements. Instrumentation, such as hot-vdre probes and 

Pitot probes wáth l%h frequency pressure transducers [WUliamson, 1989] etc, have been 

used to detect and record the presence of these stmctures. Signals from a rake of these 

probes have also been used [Browand and Troutt, 1985; Higuchi et aL, 1993] in obtaining 

profíles different shear layers. 

With the advent of digital cameras and computers, flow visualization techniques 

have significantly in^roved over the years. From the early work, using smoke wire 

[Wygnaski et al, 1983] and hydrogen bubbles, computer analysis has revolutionized flow 

visuaUzation and data that can be obtained from experiments. Image processing 

techniques has also benefited from this improvement in conq)uting power. The abUity to 

visuaUze turbulent stmctures evolving wTth time has greatly enhanced flow visualization. 



2.2.2 Coherent Stmctures 

Bonnet et al, [1996] define coherent stmctures as "a fluctuation identified by 

concentration of large-scale vorticity and significant energy levels, organized by a mean 

velocity gradient", Hussain [1986] stated that 'Hmderlying the random vorticity that 

characterizes turbulence, there is a component of large-scale vorticity which is 

instantaneously coherent over the spatial extent of a coherent stmcture". However, 

measurements of vorticity are hard to make and most techniques used to study these 

coherent stmctures have been using point measurements, Hotwire measurements and 

conditional sampling techniques have been the common method of obtaining those 

stmctures. Newer methods such as the wavelet transform [LewaUe, 1994], Unear 

stochastic estimation [Adrian, 1988], and recently Proper Orthogonal Decompositions 

[Lumley, 1996] have also been used. Flow visuaUzation, particularly in channels and 

water tables, has also been used and perhaps is the sknplest to perform [Balachandar et al., 

1997; Gretta and Smith, 1993]. 

2.2.3 Incompressible Wakes 

In this study, the evolution and dynamics of coherent structures in a wake and 

mixing layer was investigated. The object was to observe the resulting coherent stmctures 

and their interaction with different sized cyUnders. The incompressible wake has been 

studied for a long time. The early work in this study mainly focused on the transition 

mechanisms of flat plate and symmetric airfoU wakes, for example, Sato and Kuriki 

[1961]. However, the interaction between the turbulent stmctures and their breakdown is 

not fijUy understood. Bevilaqua and Lykoudis [1971] investigated the mechanism of 

entrainment in turbulent wakes and found that the large eddies on the outer surface of the 

wake, at the interface with the freestream, is the principal mechanism of wake growth. 

They found that this mechanism depends on the origin of the eddies. The model was 

found to be not vaUd in the far wakes of cyUnders and jets. They also point out that the 



swirUng action of the smaUest eddies is similar the largest though the origin is not the 

same. The process of vortex growth and entrainment and vortex decay occurs untU the 

velocity defect and the mean strain field are removed. 

Cimbala et al. [1988] investigated the large stmcture in the far wakes of two-

dimensional bluff bodies. Observatrøns showed that the far wake decay does not depend 

directly on the scsUe or frequency of Karman shed vortices. Hence, a mechanism different 

from coalescing (amalgamation) is taking place in that region. Viscous diffiision and de-

amplification of the disturbances were the main reasons, Others included canceUation of 

vorticity from opposite ends of the street, The development of the wake downstream was 

found to be controUed by frequencies that are selectively ampUfied and damped according 

to the local wake profile. Also, for unsteady wakes, the distribution of frequencies that 

are dominant broadens with downstream distance. 

For planar mixing layers the amalgamation processes are more vigorous than and 

the development of stmctures takes more rapidly than in a wake [Cimbala et al, 1988]. 

This was found to be due to the different growth laws; the mixing layer growth is twice 

the growth of the wake. Also in the wake, the growth-decay cycles may be more 

prominent, more separated in scale than in the mixing layer. 

2.3 Summary 

Coherent stmctures and large-scale motion play an important role in understanding 

fluid dynamics. Therefore, this project's major aims are to: 

• Study the grov^h and development of a turbulent wake created by osciUating airfoUs 

and the influence on different circular cyUnders placed on the flow 

• Investigate the effect of airfoU deflection angle, airfoU type and oscUlation frequency 

on the behavior of stmctures on the wake region and mixing layer. 
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CHAPTERIII 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

3.1 Description 

Figure 3.1 below shows a plan view of the experimental setup of the water table on 

which the experiments were performed. 

Drain 

Monitor 

Figure 3.1 Water Table Setup 



3.2WaterTable 

The water table consists of an 85 by 49 inches table incUned at an angle of 1.5°. A 

clear Plexiglas® base ensured optical transparency for two fluorescent Ught tubes placed 

on the floor directly beneath the table. The table was 3 feet high measured from the table 

base. 

Water from an incoming connection fírst accimiulates in an 18 ft^ inlet tank. A 

perforated box surrounds the inlet water supply that breakdown the turbulent eddies shed 

from the high flow hose. A series of hoUow concrete blocks placed on the bottom of the 

inlet tank, reduce any swirl in the flow emanating from the perforated box. Once íuU, the 

water flows through a pair of hexagonal honeycomb mesh and into a mbber nozzle on the 

table. The water flows over a mbber sheet, placed to compensate for the height difference 

between the tank and the table and also to guide the water smoothly without creating 

many turbulent stmctures in the flow. The first honeycomb mesh removed any large 

surface waves present in the tank, An identical second mesh 8 inches down stream fiirther 

removed any turbulent stmctures present in the flow [Tan-Atichat et al,, 1991] and 

produce a near-uniform velocity profile. The honeycomb mesh ceU size was 0.275 inches 

with an overaU thickness 8 times the ceU size, This recommended thickness [Rae and 

Pope, 1982] ensured that smaU-scale swirls, larger than the ceU-size, were absent in the 

flow entering the test-section of the water table. A 0.75 inch thick mbber sheet nozzle 

with a contraction ratio of 3.14 and an initial width of 48.5 inches foUowed by a test-

section of width 15.3 inches and length 28 inches make the main experimental testing 

section of the water table. A thin film of paint appUed in the inner surface of the nozzle 

fiUed any pores in the mbber sheet and ensured that the production of surface waves at the 

water-pore interface was minimized. The contraction ratio of the nozzle is identical to 

that of the Mechanical Engineering Ford Subsonic Tunnel. 
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Figure 3.2 CAD Model the Ford Subsonic Wind Tunnel 

The two reservoirs are connected to each other by a series of control valves as 

shown in Figure 2.1. The PVC pipes connecting the valves determine the type of water 

table flow. By controUing these valves connecting the two reservoirs, the table can be 

either be closed circuit or blow-down type. A Dayton 2 Hp pump controls the flow rate in 

the blow-down case. A drain from the control pun^ can be used to quickly dreiin the 

outlet reservoirs in the blow-down case. 

3.3 AirfoUs 

The airfoils used in this study were of the NACA 0012 famUy. The coordinates of 

the airfoUs were obtained from [Ladson and Brooks, 1974]. A total of four types of 

airfoUs including a flat plate were used in the experiments. The chord length of three of 

the airfoUs was 7 inches and the fourth had a chord length of 14 inches. Polyurethane 

foam with a density of 6 Ib/ft̂  and 2 inches thick was used to make the airfoUs. They were 

constmcted by first creating a cardboard template using the data from [Ladson and 

Brooks, 1974]. The foam was then cut and sanded untU smooth. The flat plate was made 

from clear Plexiglas® with a thickness of 0.125 inches and 7 inches in length. Figures 3.3-

3.8 below show the airfoUs and flat plate used in the study. 
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Figure 3.3 NACA 0012 AirfoU 

Figure 3.4 NACA 0024 AirfoU 

Figure 3.5 NACA 0006 AirfoU 

Figure 3.6 NACA 6412 AirfoU 

Figure 3,7 NACA 6812 AirfoU 

Figure 3,8 Flat Plate 
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3.4 AirfoU Driving Mechanism 

The schematic in Figure 3.9 Ulustrates the mechanism that oscUlates the airfoUs. 

The mechanism consists of a 1/8 hp DC Dayton motor with a maximum rpm of 1800. A 

dial controUer that suppUed a constant current to the motor controUed its rotational speed. 

A paraUel shaft of circular cross-section placed next to the motor and connected by a belt 

was used to measure the rotating speed of the motor shaft. The puUeys connecting the 

two shafts, to which the fan belt was attached, were identical to ensure a correct rpm was 

read. To read the rotational speed of the shaft, a v-groove cut into the shaft at one end 

was used to seat a contact tachometer that measured the speed of the shaft in rpm 

ControUer 
SUding Mechanism 

Shaft 

Figure 3.9 Side View of Water Table 
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A variable slot machined into a flat plate was connected to the motor shaft. The 

slotted plate acted as a variable diameter wheel and was used to control the maximum 

horizontal deflection of the arm The slot machined was 5 inch in length and enabled the 

arm to deflect horizontaUy. A raU mechanism that consists of two u-shaped brass plates 

separated by baU bearings connected the arm to the Unkages that oscUlated the airfoUs. 

The raU was mounted on a wooden support stmcture. The supports were fixed to the 

water table waU using clamps as shovm in Figure 3.9. A 12 inch square wedge with slots 

machined connected the raU mechanism to a series of Unkages. These Unkages were 8 

inches in length and were attached to 0.125 inch diameter rods that were placed in the 

airfoUs. Flat plates 0.0625 inches in thickness, glued to one end of these rods and driven 

0.25 inches into the airfoUs. The Unkages were mounted on wooden supports. Weights 

placed on the supports reduced the vibration of the stmcture during the motion of the 

airfoUs. Figure 3.10 shows a plan view of the oscUlating mechanism complete with airfoUs 

^ otion 
^^^C^^^^JfH^P^ 

Arm / ^ ^ í ^ ^ ^ ^ A v ^ ^ 

Wooden^ 
Support 
Stmctufe^ 

1 
Weights 

Figure 3.10 Top View of SUding Mechanism and Airfoils 
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3.5 Camera 

To image the intersecting wakes and other phenomena in the experiment, a Sony 

Digital DCR-TR7000 CCD camera was used. The camera had a pixel array of 1176 by 

680. A 20x-zoom lens attached to the camera controUed the field of view. An 8mm 

digital tape was used to record experiment sequences and stored for later acquisition. The 

camera was connected to a 20-inch TV to monitor the image being acquired by the 

camera. An RCA-type cable transferred digital signals from the camera to the monitor. 

The camera was mounted on a tripod placed on the edge of the water table. The tripod 

height was set to the default setting and the zoom on the camera was adjusted to vary the 

horizontal field of view. 

3.6 Dve Injection System 

The injection system is shown in Figure 2.1. The system consisted of a 55 psig 

high pressure Une that was connected to a Victor Valve regulator that had a maximum 

output pressure of 15 psi. To see the evolution of stmctures emanating from the airfoils, 

the flowfield was seeded vydth 2 dyes (food color) — red and blue. The red and blue 

colors were used because filters for processing images containing the two colors are 

readUy avaUable. A tee from the regulator connected two 0.2ft containers of red and blue 

dye respectively, Tygon tubing delivered the dye from the reservoirs to the test-section, 

The dye was inserted into the flow at a constant depth of 0.25 inches. The number of dye 

lines used depended on the number of airfoils under study. 

3.7 Test Section Models 

Circular cyUnders were used to see the effect of the intersecting turbulent wakes 

caused by the circular cylinders on the flowfield. Four different cylinder diameters were 

used and aU were related to the 7 inch chord length of the airfoUs. The ratios of diameter 

to chord length were 0.2, 0,4 and 0.6, This resulted in a maximum cyUnder diameter of 
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4.2 inches and a test-section width to model diameter ratio of 3,6, The height of the 

cyUnders was 2.5 inches. The smaUest diameter cyUnder was made of aluminum and the 

other two of PVC. In the test-section, the models were placed 14 inches from the airfoUs 

at the start of the experiment. This was based on previous test with no body in the 

turbulent wake a Ulustrated by Figure 3.11. 

CO 

20 in 

Figure 3.11 Intersecting turbulent wakes in the test-section 
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CHAPTER W 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4.1 WaterTable 

The experiment began by first draining the inlet and outlet tanks of the table to 

remove any water accumulated from previous runs. Any water present in the outlet tank 

was drained using a pump. Valves connecting the outlet tank to the inlet tank were closed 

to set the table for a blowdown-type run. The outlet drains were then closed and the pump 

drain opened. Once drained, the tanks were cleaned of any mst or debris accumulating at 

the bottom The gate valve controlling the iiUet water supply was opened and the supply 

set to the maximimi inlet flow rate. 

4.2 AirfoU and Linkages 

WhUe the inlet tank was filling up, the linkage mechanism was set to the required 

deflection angle setting. This was done by adjusting the slot connected to the motor shaft 

as shown in Figure 2.5. A predetermined calibration setting indicated the amount of airfoU 

deflection, The airfoils then were attached to the oscUlating rods at the mid-chord of the 

airfoU. In the case of a cambered airfoil, a Une was drawn paraUel to the chord line and 

the cormecting rod was attached at a point on the Une in the airfoU. Figure 4.1 iUustrates 

the attachment. 

50% Chord Attachment 
Point 

Figure 4.1 AirfoU 
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The deflection angle slot was caUbrated to angles of 10° and 20°. Once mounted, 

the airfoUs were measured to be equidistant from the waUs of the test-section. This 

ensured the exact caUbrated deflection angle was achieved. Once the deflection angle was 

set, the airfoUs were set into motion by increasing the voltage to a DC motor via a 0-90V 

step-dovm controUer. The RPM of the motor shaft was set using an Extech Model 

461891 hand-held tachometer. 

4.3 Dye Iniection Svstem 

The injection consisted of air Une at a pressure of 55psig. The pressure was 

lowered to 1.875 psig by a regulator for each run. At the beginning of a run, the dye levels 

were checked and the containers fiUed with new dye. Food coloring was used as a dye in 

the experiment. Initial tests indicated the dye was too concentrated in its packaged form. 

Tests v^th a Kodak DC-260 camera showed turbulent stmctures unresolvable at high 

concentration levels. This was because of image saturation and too much coloring of the 

free-stream at those concentration levels. Therefore, tests were conducted with different 

dye concentrations. A red dye of level of 0.4% and blue dye level of 0.002% was finaUy 

found to be adequate. This concentration level ensured a uniform difíusivity of the dye in 

the flow-field. The dyes were injected into the freestream at the 0° angle of attack 

stagnation poUit of the airfoUs and at a constant depth of 0.4587 inches. The attachment 

was done using masking tape. This stagnation point injection location ensured an even 

dye distribution on both sides of an airfoU during the osciUations. 

4.4 Camera 

A Sony TR-7000 CCD camera was used to image the flowfield generated by the 

airfoUs. TheCCDhad 460,000 pixelsandaneffectivenumberof 290,000. First, the field 

of view of the camera was adjusted for a downstream distance of 28 inches. The left-hand 

area of the image was set to the traUing edge of the airfoils, A RCA cable from the 
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camera connected to a monitor ensured that the area of interest could be seen during the 

experiment run, An 8mm tape was used to record the flowfiekl and for subsequent 

download. Before the run, a background of the water table was taken for 5 seconds. 

During a mn, the camera recorded the flowfield for 15 seconds. 

4.5 Data Reduction 

Once the flowfield was acquired, the images were dovmbaded into a computer for 

image processing. A frame Creative Labs grabber board extracted each frame from the 

8mm tape onto the screen. Frames showing the airfoU at the top bottom and center of the 

deflection cycle were acquired. The frames were saved in a 640 by 480 pixel array size 

and in a Microsoft BMP (bitmap) format. This was the only format avaUable. Once 

saved, the images were changed to a RAW image format. This removed any compression 

present in the image and gave a tme representation of each pixel color. 

Then, Khoros® software using the Cantata® visual programming interface, a 

program was vmtten to manipulate the images and obtain an image showing only the dye 

and cylinder. Figure 4.2 Ulustrates the program written, This program first normalized 

the flowfield image to remove any variations in Ught intensity across the width of a frame. 

The normalized frame was subtracted from a background image of the particular run. The 

histogram showing the color intensities of the 8-bit image W2is then plotted. This 

histogram was resampled to enhance the red and blue color in the image. The resulting 

image was fiirther normalized, plotted and saved. 
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Figure 4.2 Image Processing Algorithm for Subtraction. 

4.6 Analvsis 

To determine the simUarity relations for the flow, the freestream velocity of the 

flow had to be first calculated, This was done by inserting a 16-inch long plexiglass plate 

0,0625 inches thick with a 1 inch graduated grid drawn on the top surface, on the water 

table. A Ughtweight piece of paper 0.25 inches square was timed as it passed along the 

grid. The procedure was repeated about 15 times. A constant free-stream velocity of 

0.27 m/s was measured. 

The Reynolds number (Re)of the flow was first calculated using equation 4.1. 

VL 
Re,= [4.1] 

where 

V is the free-stream velocity. 
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L is the characteristic length in question, 

V is the kinematic viscosity of water. 

Based on the previously determined velocity, the Reynolds number based on test-

section width was calculated to be 43,000 and 19,000 based on airfoU chord length. The 

boundary layer thickness of the water had to be calculated to determine how much of the 

water was in the boundary layer. To determine that, equation 4.2 was used. 

S = - ^ [4.2] 

where 

Ô is the boundary layer thickness, 

X is the distance from the start of the water table. 

From the Reynolds number calculated, the boundary layer thickness, ô was 0.6". 

This is higher than the thickness of the watertable flowfield. Therefore, when interpreting 

flow visualization results, the motion v^thin the boundary layer is due to mixing within the 

boundary layer. 

The Strouhal number (St) of the eiirfoU was determined using equation 4.3. The 

calculations resuked in StroiUial numbers based on the three rotational speeds. A setting 

of 60, 90 and 124 rpm corresponds to Strouhal numbers of 4.14, 6.2 and 8.56, 

respectively. 

St = ̂  [4.3] 
V^ 

where 

(0 is the rotational speed of the motor shaft, 

L is the chord length of the airfoU, 
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Voo is the free-stream velocity. 

4.7 Error Analysis 

The most critical source of error in the experiment occurs during the imaging of 

the flowfield. The water table has a depth of 0.6". Errors due to dififraction can cause the 

image of the fluid stmcture to appear larger than they tmly are. Figure 4.3 Ulustrates the 

phenomenon. From Figure 4.3, using SneU's Law 

sin ̂ j _ «, 

sin 62 «2 
= n [4.4] 

where nj is the index of refraction in air and n̂  in water. The index of refraction is the 

ratio of the velocity of Ught in a vacuum to the velocity in the substance (equation 4,5). 

«, = ̂  [4.5] 
' F, 

The observed distance of the body is 

>; = x(l-sini9,). [4.6] 
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Camera 
View Actual Size, x 

Figure 4.3 Refraction of an immersed object 

In the experiment conducted, the camera was tUted at an angle of 3". The largest 

stmctures seen in test runs of the experiment were as large as the width of the test-section, 

that is 15.4 inches. Therefore, any errors in the largest stmctures seen were of the order 

0.94 inches, which is about 0.06 fractional error. A smaU stmcture at the wake-freestream 

interface 0.5 inches in width would be 0.53 inches in width. 

Once fílmed, the images were saved in a 640 by 480 format. The CCD camera had 

290,000 efifective number of pixels and 460,000 total pixels. The field of view was 28 by 

21 inches. This means for every pixel, the resolution on the screen is 0,002 inches on the 

field of view. 
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The Extech Instruments tachometer used to set the rpm of the Unkage had a 

resohition of 0,1 rpm over that range 0.5 to 999.9. This range is in the Umits of the run. 

AdditionaUy, the accuracy of the tachometer was 0.05%+1 digit, 

4,8 Runs Conducted 

Experiments were performed for five different airfoUs at two maximum deflection 

angles of lO*' and 20°, for three different rotational speeds of 60, 90 and 124 

(corresponding to Strouhal numbers of 4.14, 6.21 and 8.56, respectively), and for three 

dififerent diameter cyUndrical bodies of 0.2c, 0.4c, 0.6c (where c is the reference airfoU -

NACA 0012 chord length of 7 inches). Therefore, a total of 126 runs were conducted. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results presented are for the experimental flowfield and the numerical 

experiments using SDRC I-DEAS Electronic Simulation CooUng (ESC) laminar flow 

package. The experimental runs at a Reynolds number of 1.9 xlO"* based on chord length. 

The water table flow^eld generated by the sk dififerent airfoU wakes simulated coherent 

stmctures present in an Atmospheric Sub-Layer. 

5.1 Wake Frequency Calculations 

The wake frequency was calculated to check whether the shedding frequency of 

the wakes was related to the osciUations of the airfoUs. Figures 5.1a-k show the evolution 

of stmctures at a Strouhal number of 4.14 corresponding to a rotational speed of 60 rpm 

within a span of ten seconds. From the figures, the tkne taken to shed one vortex is 

approximately IHz. In general, the frequency of vortex shedding was the same as the 

frequency of the airfoU osciUation. 

a. T=0.0 

Figure 5.1 Time Evolutionof Wakes 
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b. T=1.0 

c. T=2.0 

d. T=3.0 

e. T=4.0 

Figure 5.1. Continued 
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the intersecting airfoU wakes caused by the cyUnder wake. The increase in Strouhal 

number does not have an efifect in decreasing the dissipation rate as shown in Figure 5.3. 

In Figures 5.4-5.6, the case of the 0.4c cyUnder, the coherent stmcture breakdovm is less 

severe due to the decrease in strength of the wake. The increase in Strouhal number 

decreases this dissipation efifect in this cyUnder case. 

Figure 5.2 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.6c Maximum deflection angle = 10° 
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Figure 5.3 NACA 0012, St = 8,56, CyUnder = 0.6c Maximum deflection angle = 10' 

Figure 5.4 NACA 0012, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.4c Maximum deflection angle = 10° 
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Figure 5.5 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.4c Maximum deflection angle = 10° 

— 1AO Figure 5.6 NACA 0012, St = 8.56, CyUnder = 0.4c Maximum deflection angle = 10 

Figures 5.7-5.9 show that for an increase in Strouhal number, the size of the 

stmctures shed in the wake decreases. AdditionaUy, the swirUng motion of the turbulent 
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stmctures increases. The convective fluid velocity greatly influences this introduction in 

vorticity. Larger Strouhal numbers enable more stmctures to be shed from the traUing 

edge before they are convected away. The initial ampUtude of the wake also increases 

with Strouhal number. The interaction of the wakes with the cyUnder caused a mixing 

region downstream of the cyUnder. This is more apparent in the 0.2c cyUnder. The wake 

caused by the smaU cyUnder is rather weak and the convective velocity of the stmctures 

from the traUing edge overcomes the additional pressure drop of the weak wake. The 

resulting stmcture has large scales that take half the width of the test-section and has 

altemating stmctures originating from each airfoU. A large amount of entrainment takes 

place at the intersection of these two wakes. 

Figure 5,7 NACA 0012, St = 4,14, CyUnder = 0,2c Maximum deflection angle = 10 
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Figure 5,8 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.2c Maximum deflection angle = 10" 

Figure 5.9 NACA 0012, St = 8.56, CyUnder = 0.2c Maximum deflection angle = 10 
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Next, the case with four NACA 0012 airfoUs at the same angular displacement was 

considered. The tests were run at the same flow conditions as described in cases that are 

Ulustrated in Figures 5.2-5.9, with the exception that four airfoUs were present rather than 

two. The results for three cylinder diameters are shown in Figures 5.10-5.17. 

— I f l O Figure 5.10 NACA 0012, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.2c Maximum deflection angle = 10 
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Figure 5.11 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.2c Maximum deflection angle = 10' 

i t^ 

Figure 5.12 NACA 0012, St = 8.56, CyUnder = 0.2c Maximum deflection angle = 10° 
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Figure 5.13 NACA 0012, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.4c Maximum deflection angle = 10" 

Figure 5.14 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, Cylinder = 0,4c Maximum deflection angle = 10° 
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Figure 5,15 NACA 0012, St = 8.56, CyUnder = 0.4c Maximum deflection angle = 10' 

Figure 5.16 NACA 0012, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.6c Maximum deflection angle = 10° 
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Pl 

Figure 5.17 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.6c Maximum deflection angle = 10° 

The results show that, initiaUy for low Strouhal numbers of 4.14, the wake from 

the trailing edge has large anqjUtude compared and lower fi*equency compared to the two-

airfoU case. As the Strouhal number increases, the wake ampUtude decreases and the 

wakes do not grow outward into the test-section; instead the wake convects along the 

test-section with less entrainment between them than in the low Strouhal number case. 

For the low Strouhal number case, a large amount of mixing takes place downstream of 

the cyUnder. The low momentum of these wakes coupled with the wake of the cyUnder, 

including the smaUest cylinder, increases the mixing significantly such that most of the 

stmctures dissipate. 

The next case to be considered is the same as the previous NACA 0012 with 4 

airfoils, only the maximum angle of attack of the airfoUs was increased by a factor of 2. 

The results are shown in Figures 5.18-5.25. 
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— 'ino Figure 5.18 NACA 0012, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.2c Maximum deflection angle = 20 

Figure 5.19 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.2c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 
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Figure 5.20 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.2c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 

Figure 5.21 NACA 0012, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.4c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 
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Figure 5.22 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.4c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 

Figure 5.23 NACA 0012, St = 8.56, CyUnder = 0.4c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 
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Figure 5.24 NACA 0012, St = 4.21, CyUnder = 0.6c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 

— ^no Figure 5.25 NACA 0012, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.6c, Maximum deflection angle = 20 

From the ampUtude increase, the stmctures appear to be identical tn behavior and 

size compared to the previous test case. Therefore at large deflection angles, an increase 

in ampUtude does not have much efifect on the stmctures shed and their interactions with 
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the blufif body. In the next cases, Figures 5.26-5.28, the NACA 6412 and NACA 6812 

miages show the efifect on camber on the flowfield generated, other factors being fixed. 

The NACA 6812 has a traiUng edge flap. The flowfield produced by the cambered airfoUs 

Figure 5.26 NACA 6412, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.4c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 

Figure 5.27 NACA 6412, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.4c, Maximum deflection angle = 20° 
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Figure 5.28 NACA 6428, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.6c, Maximum deflection angle = 20 

show considerable increase in mixing just aft of the traiUng edge compared to the 

symmetric airfoUs. The ampUtude of the initial wakes is very high due to the camber. The 

stmctures in the flowfield have a fine-scale and dissipate very quickly. The shorter 

spacing between the airfoUs coupled with the fine-scale turbulence caused by the cambered 

edges greatly increased the dissipation of the flowfield. Therefore this configuration is 

ideal for producing smaU-scale turbulent flowfields. 

The flat plate results are shown in Figures 5.29-5.33. The results presented are for 

the case with the 0.2c and 0.4c cylinder vsdth increase in Strouhal number. 
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Figure 5.29 Flat Plate, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.2c, Maximum deflection angle = 10° 

Figure 5.30 Flat Plate, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.2c, Maximum deflection angle = 10° 
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Figure 5.31 Flat Plate, St = 8.56, CyUnder = 0.2c, Maximum deflection angle = 10' 

Figure 5.32 Flat Plate, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.4c, Maximum deflection angle = 10 
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Figure 5.33 Flat Plate, St = 8.56, CyUnder = 0,4c, Maximum deflection angle = 10° 

At low Strouhal nimibers, the flat plate wake does not exhibit much entrainment. 

The flow is mostly convected across the test-section. The stmctures shed from the flat 

plate are simUar to the NACA 0012 in size but do not mix. The entrainment between the 

wakes is minimal. 

Figures 5.34 and 5.35 show the flowfield created by the NACA 0006 airfoU. The 

stmctures created by these airfoUs have large ampUtudes and dissipate very quickly, Figure 

5.35 shows a white region that contains no dye due the large amount of mixing in the 

flow. 
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— ono Figure 5.34 NACA 0006, St = 4.14, CyUnder = 0.2c, Maximum deflection angle = 20 

Figure 5.35 NACA 0006, St = 6.21, CyUnder = 0.2c, Maximum deflection angle = 20 
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Therefore, based on these results, decreasing the airfoU separation distance breaks 

down the large-scale stmcture of the wakes by adding additional momentum to the flow. 

The large deflection angle change does not have a significant efifect of the type of 

stmctures shed from the airfoU traUing edges, however it increases the initial ampUtude of 

the wake. The camber of the airfoUs creates a fine scale turbulent flowfield. Any large-

scale stmctures are quickly dissipated within half a length-scale downstream of the airfoUs. 

The flat plate wake creates stmctures vdth Uttle entrainment and dissipation. They are 

sinusoidal throughout the test-section. The NACA 0024 airfoU produces stmctures that 

have half the frequency at the same Strouhal number as the NACA 0012. The behavior of 

the stmctures downstream however is the same. 

5.3 Numerícal Experiments 

5.3.1 Overview 

Numerical experiments were conducted to determine the capabUities of the SDRC 

I-DEAS Electronic Simulation Package (ESC) in fluid flow analysis. ESC is a finite 

element package that has a flow solver developed by Maya Technologies. A model of the 

airfoUs was created to investigate the velocities around a set of airfoUs in a test-section 

and the efifect of the aUíoU deflection on the flowfield in the tunnel. Figure 5.36 shows the 

test-section of the tunnel and the placement of the airfoUs with respect to the beginning of 

the test-section. 

To this end, a set of four NACA 0012 airfoUs uniformly spaced apart in the test-

section was modeled in the test-section. The dimensions of the tunnel were identical to 

the Ford Subsonic Tunnel in the Mechanical Engineering Department. The tunnel was 
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modeled in Pro/Engineer. The NACA airfoUs were modeled first using SDRC I-DEAS. 

Ladson and Brooks [1975] data was used to obtain the grid points to create the airfoil 

model. 

Figure 5.36 AirfoU location with respect to test-section start 

5.3.2 SoUd and Finite Element Model 

The soUd model of the tunnel was created in I-DEAS Master Modeler. The test-

section modeled was 16 inches by 10 inches. The inlet and outlet of the test-section were 

created using spUt-surfaces protmsions. A text-to-iges converter was used to transform 

the airfoU grid points to an importable section. Then, a partition on the sidewaU of the 

test-section was made using the airfoU cross-section. This procedure was repeated untU 4 

evenly spaced airfoUs were created. Figure 5.37 shows the final model. Once the soUd 

model was created, a finite element model of the combined test-section and airfoU was 

created. The meshing module was used to create tetrahedral and triangular sheU elements. 

The test-section inlet and outlet was modeled using triangular sheU elements. Each of 

these elements was 0.1 inches in size. The outer sheU of the test section and the surface of 

the airfoU were also meshed with triangular sheU elements 0.1 inches in length 
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Figure 5.37 AirfoU placement in test-section at a 20° angle of attack 

Tetrahedral elements were used for the volume between the airfoUs and the test-

section waUs. These sheU and tetrahedral elements were assigned the properties air. For 

the airfoU inner volumes, tetrahedral elements with isotropic steel properties were created. 

Figures 5.38 is a side-view of the surføce elements on the model and Figure 5.39 is an 

isometric view of the mesh created 
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Figure 5.38 Side view of the meshed model 

Figure 5.39 Isometric view of the meshed model 

5.3.3 Boundarv Condítions and Test Cases 

Once the model was constmcted, boundary conditions needed to be appUed to 

simulate the flow in the Ford Wind Tunnel test-section. The two inlet boundary 

conditions were the inlet flow angle and velocity. The inlet air velocity was set to 55 mph 

and the flow angle 0°. Dififerent cases with the airfoUs at angles of 0° and 20° were 
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smiulated. A laminar flow solver was used because the oncoming air was assumed to be 

laminar. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

Figure 5.40 shows the velocity distribution at 0° angle of attack. The ratio of the 

maximum velocity at the airfoU to the freestream is about 2. The velocity however. 

quickly recovers at this angle of attack. Noticeable vortices are absent downstream of the 

airfoils possibly due to the large grid size. 
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Figure 5.40 Velocity at angle of attack of 0' 

In Figure 5,41, at the 20° angle of attack, the velocities present were larger in 

magnitude, the largest being 94 m/s. Pockets of high-speed fluid can be observed between 

two airfoUs. An expansion region with a large velocity defect can be observed m the 

bottom part of the test-section. There is however, no noticable seperation in this region. 

This could be due to the solver being a laminar flow solver. At the top part, a shear layer 
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caused by the flow directed by the airfoUs can be observed; the large-scale motion of the 

fluid as it is diverted can also be seen. A close-up of the traUing edge velocity in Figure 

5.42 stiU does not reveal the presence a vortex street of any sort. However, large 

gradients at towards the tip of the airfoU are present. 

Fluid emanating from the impingmg flow caused by the airfoU angle of attack 

creates large velocity gradients in the waU-airfoU region as seen in Figure 5.43. Low 

velocity fluid can be seen close to the waU. A close-up of the region between the top two 

airfoUs in Figure 5.44 shows the high-speed pocket velocity gradients between the airfoUs. 

Once again, no separation regions can bee seen in this region 

In Figure 5.45, the area investigated is one chord length downstream. A non-

uiUform velocity profile can be observed and a shear layer between seven dififerent 

velocities regions is present. AdditionaUy, regions of low velocity surrounded by higher 

velocity regions can be observed at the traUing edge of the first airfoU and at the top waU. 

A non-uniform velocity profile generated by the airfoU wakes is seen downstream. 
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Figure 5.41 Velocity at angle of attack of 20° 
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Figure 5.42 TraUing edge velocity at angle of attack of 20" 
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Figure 5.43 Velocity at near-waU location; angle of attack of 20'' 
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Figure 5.44 Top airfoU stagnation velocity; angle of attack of 20° 
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Figure 5.45 Downstream variation of velocity; angle of attack of 20° 

5.5 Summarv 

The ESC solver was used to obtain general velocity ratios in a 0° and 20° airfoU 

configuration. The combination of four airfoUs was used in the experiments and the 

results only gave the variation in test-section velocity. The results show that solver cannot 

predict airfoU separation at high angles of attack. Vortices expected to be shed are not 

seen because of a grid size limitation. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summarvof Experiments 

From the experiments conducted the foUowing conclusions can be made: 

1. Decreasing the airfoU separation distance breaks down the large-scale structure of the 

wakes by adding additional momentum to the flow and enhancing the mixing and 

thereby the dissipation. 

2. The large deflection angle change does not have a significant efifect of the type of 

structures shed from the airfoU traiUng edges; however, it increases the initial 

ampUtude of the wake. 

3. The camber of the airfoUs creates a fine-scale turbulent flowfield. Any large-scale 

structures are quickly dissipated within half a length-scale downstream of the airfoUs. 

4. The flat plate wake creates structures with Uttle entrainment and dissipation They are 

sinusoidal throughout the test-section. 

5. The NACA 0024 airfoU produces structures that have half the frequency at the same 

Strouhal nimiber as the NACA 0012. The behavior of the structures downstream 

however is the same. 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

Further work on the water table can be accon^lished by increasing the flow-rate 

with the addition of an extra inlet tank. This wdU leave the runs in blow-down mode and 

wUI not make any changes to the water that may afifect the image processing. 

AdditionaUy, experiments can be run with dififerent combinations of airfoUs and the 

addition of honeycomb mesh of varying soUdity. 
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